Abstract-In this paper, we produce some properties and relationship between double Laplace and double Sumudu transforms. Further, we use the double Sumudu transform to solve wave equation in one dimension having singularity at initial conditions.
INTRODUCTION
The wave equation is known as one of three fundamental equations in mathematical physics occur in many branches of Physics, for example, in Applied Mathematics, in Engineering. There are two types of this equation. The homogenous equations that has constant coefficient with many classic solutions as following: separation of variables (see [1] ), the methods of characteristics (see [2] and [3]) single Laplace Transform and Fourier Transform (see [4] ), and non-homogenous wave equation with constant coefficient solved by double Laplace Transform and operation calculus (see [5-7, 9, 12] ).
In this study we followed the same technique that used by A. Kılıçman and H. Eltayeb (double Sumudu Transform technique) to solve linear second order partial differential equations with nonconstant coefficient, we also discuses the non-homogenous wave equation with constant coefficient having singularity at initial conditions by using the same technique and also we produce some relationship between double Laplace transform and double Sumudu transform. Definition 1. Let F 1 (x, y) and F 2 (x, y) be integrable functions then the convolution of F 1 (x, y) and F 2 (x, y) as
this is called double convolution and the symbol * * denotes the double convolution respect to x and y (see [5] 
See [11] Jaean. M and Nyimvua in [10] , are defined double Sumudu Transform of function f (t, x); t, x ∈ R + , by
where S 2 indicates double Sumudu transform and f (t, x) be a function which can be expressed as a convergent infinite series. We introduce the Sumudu transform of derivative of convolution as follow, the convolution of derivative of the two functions f (x) and g(x) given by
and Sumudu transform given by
Theorem 1. Let f (t, x) and g(t, x) having double Sumudu transform. Then double Sumudu transform of the double convolution of the f (t, x) and g(t, x),
Proof. By using the definition of double Sumudu transform and double convolution, we have
let α = t − ζ and β = x − η, and using the valid extension of upper bound of integrals to t → ∞ and x → ∞, we yield
both functions f (t, x) and g(t, x) have zero value for t < 0, and x < 0, it follows with respect to lower limit of integrations that 
